
RiseUp VPN Mullvad VPN ScrambledExif

Free VPN that is powered by 

Bitmask

This is a privacy VPN that does not 

require personal information to use. 

Payments can all be provided 

anonymously. It is very east to use.

Allows for you to remove any metadata 

gathered from any picture so that sharing 

them is more private. There is less of a link 

to personal information in this regard.

Blabber.IM Briar Telegram FOSS

This is an open source 

XMPP/Jabber Messenger for 

Android

Briar is a peer-to-peer messaging app. It 

is designed for safe, easy, and robust 

communications. There are no central 

servers; everyone can connect to each 

other through internet, Bluetooth or Wi-

Fi. It can still run even if the internet 

goes down.

This is a client for the Telegram messaging 

platform. The app functions the exact 

same way as Telegram does. All of your 

messages and conversations are stored in 

Telegram’s cloud.

Jitsi Meet Auditor Nextcloud

Open source, instant video 

conferences efficiently adapting 

to your scale. The account 

required.

Allows the individual to audit if the 

software on specifically GrapheneOS 

phones is sound. The process can only 

be performed with two or more phones.

This is a cloud provider. Access & share 

your files, calendars, contacts, mail & 

more from any device, on your terms.

Simple Calendar Voice Recorder Simple Notes

Simple Calendar Pro is a fully 

customizable, offline calendar. 

There are no unnecessary 

permissions and no ads!

This is an open source voice recorder. 

There is no guff; all it is a voice recorder. 

There is a player inbuilt making adding 

and deleting recordings easily. There are 

no ads or unnecessary permissions.

This is a simple note taking app in which 

you take text notes or checklists quickly.

Liberty Lives Preinstalled Apps



F-Droid Aurora Store VLC

This is an app store that offers a 

variety of privacy centric apps on 

Android

The Aurora Store is an alternate to 

Google’s Play Store that can be used 

anonymously. You can download apps, 

update existing apps, search for apps, 

get details about in-app trackers and 

much more.

This is a Media Player.

DAVx KeePassDX Bitwarden

DAVx⁵ is a CalDAV/CardDAV 

management and synchronization 

app. This helps integrate multiple 

calendar and contact apps to 

interact directly.

This is a secure password. Store, save 

and use passwords, keys and digital 

identities in a secure way.

Bitwarden allows individuals to store and 

share sensitive data from any device.

Aegis Authenticator Organic Maps OsmAnd+

Aegis Authenticator functions as 

a 2-step/2 factor authenticator 

for online services. It is free, 

secure and open source.

Organic Maps is an alternate to google 

maps and function offline.

OsmAnd+ is a map and navigation 

application with access to the free, 

worldwide, and high-quality 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) data. Enjoy voice 

and optical navigation, viewing POIs 

(points of interest), creating and managing 

GPX tracks, using contour lines 

visualization and altitude info, a choice 

between driving, cycling, pedestrian 

modes, OSM editing and much more.

K-9 Mail Vanadium

E-mail client supporting multiple 

account types. Protonmail is not 

compatible with the app.

Vanadium is a privacy and security 

hardened variant of Chromium 

providing the WebView.


